Automobile club within the Internet of Things

ACE launches digital services from PACE
Telematics
Karlsruhe/Stuttgart, Germany, 28.05.2019

The German automobile Club ACE launches the intelligent emergency-call and
driving-assistant system “ACE myGO”. The technology provided by the connectedcar experts from PACE Telematics includes many smartcar features. The offer is
available as a digital benefit for members from the 1st June 2019 on.
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Germany’s second largest automobile club ACE Auto Club Europa e.V. revolutionizes its offers
with new digital services: With ACE myGO, members are able to retrofit their car with an automatic
emergency-call system as well as eight more connected-car features, which turn driving into a
completely new experience.
Technology and hardware of the IoT safety package are provided by the smartcar experts from
PACE Telematics, with headquarters in Karlsruhe, Germany. With its own multifunctional retrofit
system, PACE has made digital driving available to the wider public.

Safety, fun and a look into the future
Aside from the automatic emergency-call system, which – just like the official “eCall”–
automatically calls for help in case of an emergency, drivers have access to further smartcar
features like the Performance Monitor, which displays car data in real time, the Trouble-Code
Analysis, which helps you solve problems yourself, and the electronic Logbook in accordance to
German tax law. PACE and ACE both aim to expand their digital services centered around
mobility and roadside assistance in the future.

Automatic emergency call thanks to app and dongle
“Getting started with ACE myGO is easy,” says PACE founder Dr. Martin Kern, “Members only
need the Bluetooth dongle ‘ACE myGO stick powered by PACE’ for their car’s OBDII port and the
PACE Car app on their smartphone.”
Once car and smartphone are connected, all drivers of a car can use the provided features on
their own smartphones. Starting from the 1st June, members will be able to buy the system directly
from the ACE.

About the ACE Auto Club Europa e.V.
With more than 630,000 members and 1,300,000 assureds, the ACE Auto Club Europa is
Germany’s second largest mobility club; In all sectors of mobility–whether traveling by car, bus,
train, bicycle or airplane–the ACE offers safety at any time so your trip can continue. Its core
service is roadside assistance. The mission of the ACE is integrated mobility which connects all
means of transport with each other in a useful way.
About PACE
PACE Telematics hosts a manufacturer-independent, cloud-based automotive big data platform.
With its technology, the startup based in Karlsruhe turns cars into smartcars in an easy way–and
thus makes driving safer, less expensive and more comfortable. One of the main innovations are
the flexible IoT platform PACE Cloud with microservices and APIs, which allow for an
uncomplicated use and access within an automotive environment, as well as the PACE Car apps
and the PACE Link (an OBDII adapter).
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